
Ah, good to see you’re awake sire.  

I’m surprised to see you’re not dressed and ready for your big day. Cold feet sire? Hohoho. You are looking rather 

pale though, perturbed, almost like you’ve never seen a man that looks like a bat before.  

We shook hands last night… you do remember last night surely? The revelation? The feast? The Red Investiture? 

The Black Coronation? The Flight of a Thousand Bats?  

Ah. 

I did think you were unconscious. In fact I told them you’d fainted the moment we took the blindfold off but 

everyone was too excited to take any notice, ‘he’s just excited’ they said ‘lighten up Wormwood, let’s get more 

bats’. 

Well allow me to introduce myself. My name is Wormwood. I am your sworn man, your manservant and an all 

around rough and ready diamond if I do say so myself. 

You are the Vampire King. Centuries of blood prophecy and the selective breeding of humans have pointed to and 

led to your coming. You’re not a vampire yet of course, first you need to choose a bride. I have some dossiers here 

of your prospective sweethearts as well as some plans for your nights to come.  

Heavens no! Of course you can’t meet them. Not until you’ve decided on one of them at least. Otherwise the first 

you met just wouldn’t be able to help themselves. 

‘He was like that when I got him Wormwood, honest’ my lord can you imagine the scandal? No, instead the ladies 

each wrote you a short description of themselves. I took the liberty of removing some of the more blatant lies. 

Given your hands still appear to be shaking I shall be honoured to read the dossiers to you aloud and hold up their 

portraits. And so the drudgery continues. 

Ah yes Sire, I forgot to mention. Your brides upon meeting you will drain you entirely of blood and fill you half back up again with their own. This will momentarily kill 

you obviously but you’ll be back on your feet in no time. As Vampire King instead of the tiresome shambling corpse stages new vampires tend to go through and an 

arduous gradual rise in power you will equal the powers and capabilities of your wife from the off. Your potential is naturally even greater than this but even a Vampire 

King has to live a century or so before they start to notice significant increases in power so it’s something to think about it. You are also resistant to most of the stranger 

abilities of our kind. While all vampires will feel a sense of kinship and loyalty towards you, in your queen you will inspire a singular adoration and devotion. It is, as they 

say, good to be king. Make sure to choose carefully though sire, these ladies have been saving themselves for someone like you for quite some time. 

Now, in no particular order, your potential Vampire Queens. 

While all of your prospective wives are extremely powerful I must admit that Wilhelmina has more influence in the vampire 

world than any of the others. She has a reputation for being cool-headed, rational and collected leader in the community, a 

pillar of industry and a voice that tends to be worth listening to. She is firm but fair as any of her employees would attest. 

She is sometimes thought of as a bit of a cold fish but her funding of cheap safe transportation for vampires and her 

fondness for that little dog of hers (Bertram, there’s a rumour that she pays someone to run a blog about him) indicate 

she’s got a soft side… somewhere. 

My name is Wilhelmina. I could list the various titles and honorifics I’ve received from both vampire and mortal society but 

given that I’m happily lined up with the rest for a slim chance to be your wife and queen I think you can see how much 

they mean in the face of real royalty such as yourself. 

What you may find interesting is that I am the wealthiest vampire alive. Money is relatively cheap for us of course, we 

have various advantages that make it a rigged game from the start but it still requires a certain amount of ingenuity to 

attain quite as much as I have. More importantly I have countless vampires in my employ, a vast array of useful 

connections and a unique political position that means that the great and the good tend to owe me at least one favour. 

I imagine you are wondering why I would wish to be Queen in the first place being prominent and power in my own right. 

Having the ear of the king is nothing to be sniffed at of course and I believe I would be able to better steer vampires away 

from the zealotry and madness that sometimes makes us a target for hunters. You are an unknown quantity but you are 

bound to make ripples, as far as I see it I can either watch you from afar and hope that you do not disrupt my work or I can 

try to guide you through what is likely to be a tumultuous time in your life and in our society. 

I also find that my position and abilities intimidate others and I don’t really have any of what you’d call friends. Bertram is 

a sweet obedient little brute but I do find myself feeling a touch lonely from time to time.  

I would like to have somebody in my life who does what I say because they want to and because they will be greatly 

rewarded rather than doing so out of fear of reprisal or because they are compelled to do so. I would very much like the 

King of all Vampires to let me tie him to my bed and...  and I cannot make out the rest I’m afraid sire. To be perfectly 

honest I relish the notion of giving up control sometimes and although it is embarrassing to admit I find the idea of 

someone who cannot be compelled by me but can in fact compel me to act oddly pleasing. 

I hope that you will consider my request. 

Sincerely yours, Wilhelmina. 

 

Wilhelmina has the ability to compel others to act by 

giving them orders with eye-contact. This can be shrugged 

off by the particularly strong of will but very weak-willed 

vampires and most mortals can find themselves 

permanently enthralled. 

Ah, right, well, I suppose we were always going to come to it eventually. Tertia or the Tertia sisters as they are more 

commonly called are not one but three vampires all of whom look exactly alike. Their abilities are singularly useful and as 

Vampire King you will actually be able to make some use of them (the sisters being singularly unhelpful to anyone else). 

They are rather childish, enjoy playing tricks on people, revel in being impossible to discern from one another and in the 

end this portrait was painted from a photo as getting any one of them to stay still for long enough was an ordeal. They 

chatter in a language they invented themselves, speak in riddles much of the time and each only answer to the name 

Tertia. They always seem to know what the others are thinking and tend to speak in unison as often as not. There was a bit 

of a stir that they wanted to be considered as a single candidate I can tell you particularly after what happened with Vlad… Consider 

yourself well warned Sire, they are a… difficult bunch at times.  

Wormwood will warn the Vampire King that we are difficult but we are not, work is difficult and we just like to play. We 

cannot see whether Wormwood will take this part out before he reads it to the King. I’m sure you already see what I mean 

Sire. What Wormwood doesn’t know is that we know all about his secret karao… moving on, that’s quite enough of that, I 

assure you Sire it’s nothing of import. 

We have been told that lots of games are better with four players and we like games an awful lot. We have a very large 

games room with all sorts of videogames and board games. We are very excited to play Hungry Hungry Hippos with four 

people, we think it might be less stupid that way. 

We would also like to have someone else to involve in our games with people. We know it would not be very kingly for 

you to play tricks on your subjects but it would still be nice to have someone to share the fun with. Did you know we once 

convinced ...ugh... Wormwood that the last Vampire King was about to start a prized collection of snowshoe hares? He 

went straight to Drusa, got the hares and filled the King’s courtyard with them. The King was naturally confused and grew 

wroth but upon questioning nobody owned up. Sweet of Drusa not to tell on old Wormwood but then we knew she 

wouldn’t. 

We have already seen that you are going to be glorious as Vampire King, that the Vampire Country will return with your 

coming and that if you aren’t stupid about it your reign will last long enough that we cannot see its end. We do not know 

whether you are going to be stupid about it. 

We cannot see whether you will pick us Vampire King but we would like to be with you and surround you. We know that 

you are our best future and that as your oracle queens to the vampires we will be happy. 

Love from Tertia, Tertia and Tertia 

Each signed in exactly the same handwriting I’ll have you know. 

The Tertia sisters are skilled in prophecy and foresight and 

between them can accurately and comprehensively 

predict the future. They cannot direct their abilities 

towards specific things but information about important 

events is nearly always within their grasp. 

 

Lisbeth is a queer one and I must admit I was slightly alarmed to see the nature of her portrait. She is by all accounts 

demure, clinical and quite exceptional. She has the equivalent of a doctorate in practically every academic field worthy of 

her and does not seem to be slowing down. She is foremost amongst a new wave of vampires, unbound by the rules of the 

blood church and has begun to lay the foundation for a true scientific understanding of our kind. Unfortunately she is also a 

little erratic, obsessive, speaks to and binds the dead and has frequently been accused of being quite mad. 

My name is Lilibeth. 

I am 5 ft tall which was not considered short when I was mortal.  

I spend most of the time in my rather expansive lab and am currently in the process of trying to reconcile the physical and 

spiritual worlds. I have managed to raise the dead with varying levels of success and I believe this is a promising place to 

start as my undead have a foot in both worlds. They seem extremely glad to be back once raised which I must admit I find 

slightly chilling.  

A Vampire King would be remarkably interesting to study and I have heard rumours that you are the herald of the return 

of the Vampire Country, a hinterlands between this realm and another where it is always night. By the time I was close 

enough to see the last one it had gone, vanished and leaving only death in its wake as its inhabitants were tossed out into 

the arms of the awaiting mob.  

I do not know why I wish to be your queen. I am not used to relying on anything but reason and established facts to make 

my decisions and I know full well that you are likely to be a disruption to my research but for some reason this doesn’t 

bother me. All I know is that I want to be your queen, I want to have someone with me when I’m reading, I want someone 

to lay with during the day and I want someone to discuss and experience mortal media with (I am particularly interested in 

something they are calling science-fiction). 

I am starting to think it might have been a joke when Drusa said I should dress like a sexy nurse. I am also starting to think I 

should not have listened to Libbie when she told me to dye my hair purple. I do not know why I thought listening to Libbie 

was a good idea but I was nervous about the portrait. I have found I do rather like dressing up, I have not taken the nurse 

costume off since I put it on some days ago and I am not sure why. It feels nice. I shall have to experiment with further 

costumes. Perhaps you could assist me with this. 

Yours Hopefully, 

Lilibeth 

 

Lilibeth can raise the dead. The corpses she raise retain 

the ability to speak somehow and while they continue to 

rot they remain capable of much of what they could do 

during life. Dead raised in this way are singularly loyal to 

her. 

Magdalena is a rather interesting one. She hails from a forest in what was formerly Yugoslavia. She was named rather 

recently as her tribe are well known xenophobes with a rather backwards culture and an entirely alien language. Her real 

name has a certain amount of hissing and spitting in it so we thought it best to modernise and she chose Magdalena in the 

end. Her tribe insisted that they be represented with a candidate for queen and as they seemed a slightly alarming bunch I 

decided it best to acquiesce.  

I must admit I have become rather fond of the girl as I have been tasked with the responsibility of (as Wilhelmina rather 

cruelly put it) house-breaking her. She seems a quick learner but the saying ‘you can’t teach an old dog new tricks’ seems to 

win out as often as not. I have managed to teach her the very basics of modern living and how to speak English (although 

she does so rather brusquely and for the most part in fragmented sentences). I had hoped to teach her to walk and dress 

like a noble lady but unfortunately we ran out of time. She still much prefers to crawl around on all fours and getting her to 

dress in more than one piece of clothing at a time is not unlike trying to get a badly behaved dog to dress in a top hat and 

tails. She seems to respond well to head pats as positive reinforcement. 

One English term she has taken to heart is ‘vampire king’. Her eyes light up whenever anybody says it and it was the very 

first thing translated to her. I have found her muttering it under her breath from time to time. It’s really rather heart-

warming. 

She seems to attract damn near every vampire she comes across (apart from bat-folk such as myself of course and a few of 

the other more unusual subjects of yours) and has already received dozens of proposals of marriage since her introduction 

to our more civilised society. To mortals this effect is yet more remarkable and she seems a charming socialite even when 

crawling around half-naked on all fours and growling. 

I honestly have no idea how old she is and I doubt she does either. I don’t think her people are in the habit of writing things 

down. 

Her message is short due to her limitations with the language (I did my best), was dictated but not read and is as follows: 

Hello, 

My tribe have many stories of vampire kings. 

I have always waited for a vampire king. I would like to be queen please. 

We will have blood and we will live in a house. 

Love from Magdalena. 

Magdalena has an animal magnetism to her that seems to 

seep from her pores. Something in the way she smells 

makes her almost irresistible to people. Many men and 

women met a savage end immediately after following her 

somewhere more private. 

 

Ah let’s start with Drusa shall we. Dear girl is always willing to lend a helping hand or one or two of her beasts out for her 

fellow vampire. Something of an agony aunt for some of the less competent vampires around. I must say I’ve never heard a 

bad word spoken against her. I must confess that if you have a dislike or fear of animals that you look elsewhere for a 

queen as she does have an awful lot of them crawling around that estate of hers. 

Hey, I’m Drusa. 

I’m one of the oldest vampires still kicking, adapt and survive and all that. Started in Ancient Rome although I can’t really 

remember very much about it. Animals have always liked me though and I remember there being a lot of dogs about.  

My job (if you can call it a job) is pretty diverse. I keep a lot of animals and generally influence them for fun and profit. You 

want a plague of locusts or rats? Sure. You want your pandas to mate? I can make sure that happens as well.  I’m also the 

largest distributor of bats which are (for religious reasons mostly) pretty important to our society. I mostly work by 

request, people come to me with an idea or scheme to use a lot of animals for something and I make it happen. A lot of 

the time I just have my own projects, I was actually the first person to breed a Chihuahua and I even have a dodo breeding 

programme in one of my sheds. 

I used to be more into the hands on approach to the problems we face, my abilities make me pretty dangerous in a fight 

and I can infiltrated even well-guarded places with relative ease. Unfortunately if a woman with giant bat wings flying 

around has her picture taken even the mortals are likely to take notice. Be nice when the vampire country is up and 

running again though and I can stretch my wings. The tattered stuff I wear is an old but comfortable habit. For a while I 

was spending a lot of money on sewing back together dresses that my wings had burst from. 

In my time off I’m pretty easy-going. I like outdoorsy stuff but I’m just as happy nesting up at home. Some would say it’s 

not a valuable use of my time to breed psychoactive toads for personal use and watch B movies but people tend not to 

bring it up. I guess a couple of millennia in people stop telling you what to do as much. 

Still you do lose it a bit when you go a few months without speaking to anybody but the spiders on the walls. I’m not sure 

whether it’s my age or the fact that my house has a snake room that puts people off but I’ve always struggled to find a real 

companion. Libbie is a sweetheart of course and I don’t know what I’d do without her but I get about as much sense from 

my wolves sometimes. I’ve been on my own an awful lot and seeing countless generations of animals breeding and 

succumbing to old age makes me feel as though I’ve been missing something from my life. Maybe it’s the wolf in me but if 

I’m going to be mounted pack leaders need only apply. 

That’d be you chief. 

 

Drusa has supreme power over non-human animals, they 

do precisely what she says and are capable of complex 

feats when commanded. She can also grow bodyparts of 

animals she feels a particular affinity for, turning into 

wolves or growing lizards claws or bat wings temporarily. 

Libbie is… well… Libbie is a very kindly natured and sweet girl. Ah yes, the tattoo, I had a feeling you’d notice that. She got 

that in your honour, I… I did try to explain that not every Vampire King is called Vlad but she got very confused and there’s 

no use crying over spilled blood. She can always cut off her arm and wait a minute or so for it to grow back if the penny 

ever drops. She is as physically resilient as they come. Not to put too fine a point on it or insult our possible future queen 

but ’thick as a brick’ tends to apply. I took the liberty of clearing up most of the typos and her message is as follows: 

HIYA VK! 

My name is Libby [sic], which is short for Elizabeth but easier to spell. I’m from the USA from before it was the USA. I think 

I was born in another place and got there by ship but I was very little at the time. There was definitely something about a 

boat. Think there were cows around when I was growing up and I was made a vampire after getting lost in the woods. 

I don’t really like reading or any other brainy things but I’m good at other stuff! I can do forward rolls, put my feet behind 

my head and sit really really still. I collect sea shells and I’ve got a bunch of them but sometimes they break when I leave 

them out of their box by accident. I like the beach and pretending to be a log floating in the sea. I have a really nice 

apartment in an apartment building I own all by myself in Miami. I got it really cheap because Drusa kept filling it with 

slugs and other gross stuff for me so nobody else wanted it.  

I’m getting my braces off next week! Lilibeth told me that I actually didn’t need braces in the first place and that my dentist 

might have been tricking me. She also told me that vampires don’t really need to go to the dentist AND she told me that 

dentists aren’t supposed to do boob examinations. My dentist went missing recently anyway so I can’t even ask him. 

I only went to the dentist in the first place because the man at the candy shop told me to because of all the lollypops I buy. 

Lilibeth said I have an ‘oral fixation’. I don’t know what that means but I’m always happy when I’m sucking on something 

and if I have a sucker instead of my thumb I can still use both of my hands. 

Being alone in a coffin every day is lonely and sometimes scary. Sometimes I don’t know whether I closed the curtains and 

forget to set an alarm so I don’t know what time it is and have to stay in there until someone comes and gets me. But we 

could share a big coffin! Or a big bed! I bet Vampire Kings are really good at remembering to close the curtains. That way 

we can hug and tell stories and play games and watch TV all day. 

I think I would be a really good queen and I think I’d be really good at giving massages.  

xXxxxxxXxxxXxxXxxXxxxxxxXxxxxx 

Libbie is obscenely durable and has been known to 

survive accidentally falling off the top of a skyscraper, 

forgetting that she can’t go out in the day and having her 

lower body torn off by a shark thanks to her extremely 

tough body and her extremely quick healing factor. 

Astrid is a rather intense one, just about the worst enemy you could have and the very first vampire you would pick for a 

fight. If she’s around, as long as you don’t try to pick a fight with an entire army you’ll be as safe as houses. I must confess 

Sire I didn’t know a great deal about her at all and learnt something myself while reading this dossier. She tends to keep to 

herself but is extremely well respected as a defender of our people. 

Hello, my name is Astrid. I am not used to this sort of thing, do not particularly have any interest playing politics or making 

queenly decrees and I feel deeply uncomfortable writing about myself. 

Firstly I guess I do important work amongst our kind, when a cabal of vampire hunters starts doing more than just 

posturing or one of Lilibeth’s experiments goes rogue it’s me everyone turns to. I am the strongest and fastest vampire 

currently in existence, I have trained in the use of most useful weapons both modern and premodern and I have been the 

de facto leader of practically every serious militia of vampires in the last century. During the last century we have had 

exactly one vampire die in a fight and he was an idiot who wouldn’t do as he was told. The century prior to that a hell of a 

lot of us died although admittedly most of that was during the fallout of the debacle with the last Vampire King going 

totally insane. 

My hobbies include drinking heavily, collecting weapons, shooting, practicing fighting and trying to make sure we don’t get 

collectively wiped out by hunters. I also like kung fu movies, parkour, games of strategy and making my own fireworks out 

of other smaller fireworks. 

It’s been a difficult couple of centuries, with technology advancing as it is we’re hanging on by a thread and everyone else 

seems to be acting as though it’s all fine. The hunters are mostly gone but the ones that are left are far more dangerous 

and if just one is successful at mobilising the mortals that’ll be pretty much it for us. 

While I would be overjoyed to find partner to get bloody with and one that would help bear some of the responsibility of 

protecting us all I would not presume to insist upon your help and I would still jump at the chance to find a mate strong 

enough to pin me down. The feeble pawing of potential suitors has always sort of put me off the notion of taking a mate 

but a Vampire King with my blood should have no problem subduing me and making me his… not that I’ll make it too easy 

of course, couldn’t have my hunter going soft. If you could maybe bite me and growl a little bit as well… is what I believe it 

says although she has tried to make sure it is illegible.  

I would very much like to be your queen and I hope you don’t go insane and get us all killed. 

Astrid 

Astrid is supernaturally fast and strong, capable of lifting 

and throwing cars easily and moving faster than the eye 

can see. She also has an uncanny sense of smell capable 

of sniffing out sources of blood. 

Vanessa was something of a surprise. You see she has a rather sordid reputation but the Blood Church is never wrong on 

these matters. Still she is clearly a rogue at heart, a champion of subterfuge and has a clear fondness for theft. While she 

styles herself as a scandal on two legs she is extremely well-liked and useful to the community, she has been known on 

several occasions to go above and beyond to ensure that her less fortunate fellows are able to stay out of the view of 

hunters. 

My name is Vanessa, I do hope you’ll remember it darling. 

I am a sprightly young thing to be in this position, only a couple of centuries old. The blood just takes to some people 

better than others I suppose, although I suppose I hardly need to tell you that. I am the most difficult to trace and 

frustrating to catch vampire around. If you want something done without anybody ever finding out I’m who you call. I do 

hope we can have some little secrets all of our own sweetie.  

I have hideouts in most major cities and more stolen goods than I know what to do with. I sell some to other vampires and 

some to certain wealthy mortals that don’t ask too many questions. I do a bit of work for other vampires on the side, 

mostly infiltrating places and destroying evidence of vampire activity. Your average vampire isn’t great at covering their 

tracks and everyone gets caught with their pants down from time to time which is where I come in. It’s not glamorous 

work most of the time but there’s fanged smiles all around when there’s a video of Barney the Dinosaur on its way to the 

press rather than one of Astrid punching some hunter’s head off. 

I like to travel a lot, there’s always something shiny to pick up but I’d be more than happy to play house for a few centuries 

if a certain Vampire King wanted to. There are a few cool places I could show you though. Messing around in The White 

House or the Louvre at night will probably be more fun with two people. There are a lot of things I do that I believe are 

probably more fun with two people. 

The Blood Church isn’t as influential as it used to be (thank God) but in matters of the monarchy certain standards are still 

in place. One of these is that any prospective vampire queen must be ‘pure’ in order to be considered. The reason for this 

little theology lesson is just so that I can make it clear that I’ve had a frustrated, sad and lonely few centuries while you’ve 

kept me waiting. I’m hoping you’ll take pity on me, darling, and that I can rely on you to scratch an all too common itch of 

mine. I do hope you’ll make those lonely years worth my while kitten and we can cause some trouble together. 

-Vanessa  

X 

 

Vanessa is able to become totally invisible and is 

completely imperceptible in reflections, photographs or 

any sensory equipment causing any image captured to 

become a blurry mess. She can also turn into a shadow or 

a sudden shroud of mist. 

By Sockminster 



Well I must say married life suits you my liege, the new fangs look rather splendid as well. While I am loathe to drag you away from what I’m sure is a very enjoyable 

time getting to know your new wife better I’m afraid the (ugh) Grand Hierophant is here. He is here to provide you with a symbol of office, an artefact of great power  
almost makes it worth having to listen to the old blowhard.  

I am…. The Grand Hierophant! 

Dear boy, dear boy. It’s an auspicious day I do say, an auspicious day! 

Today you choose your Symbol of Office, a gift from the gods themselves and kept safe for you all 

these years by your humble servants who bear the honour of making up the faithful of the Blood 

Church. 

You may also take your first visit to the Pool of Silver Ichor which is truly a sight to behold. I have 

taken the liberty of arranging transportation. It’s not every day even a Hierophant as grand as myself 

can boast of spending all day with the Vampire King! 

Now the Symbols room is quite a considerable distance underground. We must travel through the 

Great Blackstone Labyrinth, row across the Bubbling Pool, and then take a slow cart ride through the 

Shrieking Tunnels. We best be off if we mean to be back before daybreak. I must ask first Sire, have 

you accepted Blodvak as your lord and saviour?…  

(SEVERAL HOURS LATER) 

...and that’s why to this day the faithful bite the left side of the neck. It’s true! ..Ah nearly there now. 

As much as it pains me to say so my liege you may only safely pick one Symbol of Office. Nobody 

knows precisely when these items came into existence, what is known is that whenever anybody but 

a Vampire King lays claim to them they rather... dramatically expire, when a Vampire King attempts 

to use a second… let us just say that merely describing the result would border on treason. 

Ah well chosen sire! Your skin still being on the outside confirms that we had the right chap as well... always a bit of a worry. 

You no doubt recall my mention of our little planned excursion to the Pool of Silver Ichor? Or perhaps you’re familiar with the parable of St. Sikarik? 

The font, in short, allows the Vampire King (and Queens for that matter) the ability to shift their physical features and the shape of their body as long as they can see 

their own reflection in the water of the font and they doesn’t try anything too outlandish. Also allows one to change gender or age if one is feeling experimental. 

 I would advise against drinking the water Sire. Tastes disgusting… not that I’ve ever tasted it of course. Unfortunately it only works once every century or so and there’s 

a ritual that even I find to be a little excessive. 

The finer details will conform to your will and they do have a degree of crossover but broadly speaking you may choose between 3 basic archetypes. 

The Orb 

The Rod The Sword 

The Ring The Crown 

Ah, well the Crown really is a classic. Easy to wear, 

authoritative and fun. Why I remember one of 

your predecessors use to bring his whole court to 

hysterics by impaling body-parts on the prongs 

and acting as though he didn’t know they were 

there. It was a different time. It is also extremely 

comfortable… or so I’ve heard. It gives you a 

palpable aura of command and gives a severe 

impression to those looking at the bearer that 

they are someone to be respected and obeyed. 

The Ring is a subtle piece with a subtle but 

substantial effect. Those that have made the best 

use of it across the millennia tend to have had 

unusually long and peaceful rules, although this 

perhaps says more about those that would 

choose it than the powers it holds.  The ring 

makes you peculiarly likeable to others as well as 

imparting all the skills of an exceedingly skilled 

orator and diplomat 

The Orb is an interesting one. Seems to sit larger 

in the hand than it does in ones pockets. A truly 

sublime thing to look upon, brings to mind a giant 

wave destroying a ship or a thunderbolt frying a 

giraffe. When in your possession the Orb makes 

you an unparalleled tactical thinker, a peerless 

strategic mind. Your insight into the actions and 

reactions of friend and foe alike make you a true 

nightmare to be at war with. Extremely useful as 

you will soon have borders to protect and expand. 

Ah, yes, well, Wormwood ..curse the man.. intimated to 

me that the paintings I was selecting were a little 

dry so insisted on selecting the last two. What this 

says for his opinion of your attention span… well, 

it’s not for me to say. The Sword is first and 

foremost a weapon. It grants you a preternatural 

mastery of damn-near any form of combat as well 

as battlefield command and we haven’t found 

anything it can’t slice cleanly through. It moves 

with a will of its own to protect it’s master. 

The Rod is the greatest treasure and emblem of 

the Blood Church. That’s actually the High Abbess 

Scholastique Babineaux (who you really must 

meet) holding it. It represents the spiritualism of 

your people and produces real fanaticism and 

adoration to your cause in the faithful. It brings 

people to the Blood Church (who are ever your 

humble servants I might add) as a spate of 

conversions and born again faithful occur 

wherever it is carried. A wonderful choice. 

The Book 

The Book is a mystery among mysteries. Nobody 

is quite sure who the fellow on the front of it is or 

how it knows to open only for the King. What is 

known is that it is a book of the law. The Vampire 

King’s word is law anyway but the Book is the 

combined customs, traditions and laws of our 

people. When a Vampire King amends a law or 

writes a new one within the book every one of his 

subjects instinctively knows it, will try their best 

to follow it and be positively predisposed to it. 

My apologies sire for ducking out. I must commend you though, you did an admirable job of giving the Grand Hierophant the slip. The last Vampire King couldn’t get rid 

of him for weeks. Some say it’s what made him snap and… I say, did you get a haircut? Oh the Pool of Silver Ichor, of course, well it suits you. I am here to discuss your 

estate and the seat of your power. Now your estate is much more than just a house. Your estate is a home. It’s also an unholy node invisible to the human eye existing 

in both the mortal world and an alternate plane - the Vampire Country. It will be your seat in the great city that is sure to rise up around it. But enough about that, what 

sort of house would you like? 

The Mirrors are by far the most common type of 

vampire. They look almost exactly as they did in 

life albeit paler and as such they can effortlessly 

glide through mortal society. Their fangs retract 

entirely at will which, while not really my thing, 

certainly comes in handy. It was a shame to see 

that all your potential brides were Mirrors but the 

Batfolk candidate, to our shame, turned out to 

be… less than chaste… at any rate new Mirrors 

are still significantly stronger and more durable 

than humans. 

Commonly described as a fangtastic middle-

ground between Batfolk and Mirrors, the Beastly 

largely resemble Mirrors with some bestial 

characteristics. Their fangs are long and cannot 

retract entirely giving them a perpetual predatory 

look about them and they often have a peculiar 

eye colour and hard features. The tallest among 

them are generally far larger than Mirrors or 

mortals, their physiques are generally lean but 

well muscled and their nails can lengthen to sharp 

and extremely hard claws. 

The Batfolk are an illustrious and well-loved type 

of vampires. We would absolutely love you to join 

our ranks, it has been such a long time since a 

Batfolk King ruled and a Vampire King would 

prove to have a great deal of wisdom to so quickly 

transcend mortal prejudices. We are larger and 

stronger by far than even the Beastly and other 

races tremble at our visages. In my experience 

not terrifying mortals who see you is really only 

important if your limousine doesn’t have tinted 

windows. 

The Black Castle is dark, grim and foreboding. It is 

large, easily defensible and full of trap doors and 

secret passageways. The citizens of your capital 

are filled with a steely determination and 

strength of will meaning they will happily work 

harder and longer and gods help anybody who 

should dare to attack their city and King. 

The White Palace brings to mind a serenity rarely 

appreciated by our kind. You will find that the 

populace of your capital city will become peaceful 

and friendly (at least to one another), incidents of 

crime going down to almost none. It is remarkably 

pleasant on the inside although one may have to 

get used to the constant sound of running water. 

An expansive but rather Creepy Manor. Named 

for the creeping vines that cover the place due to 

many years of disrepair. Well, that and the ghosts.  

It may need some work but the ghosts all seem to 

think they’re the staff and will probably help clear 

it up. It has a strange aura of wealth and will 

make your capital more of an economical power. 

Now you can choose pretty much anywhere in the mortal world for it. It is a building built first in the Vampire Country after all and will exist where you wish it to. It is 

worth bearing in mind though that the area immediately around it will be the only point of access for the Vampire Country until the Country itself has had time to grow, 

as such it may be worth placing it somewhere with relatively easy access for your subjects. It is also worth considering the climate as this will come to be reflected in the 

Vampire Country. 

The High Tower has several massive libraries and 

laboratories as well as the usual palatial rooms. 

Your capital will become a centre of learning with 

the populace turned to intellectual pursuits and 

infected by the spirit of inquisition. I’ve taken the 

liberty of hiring some work-trolls to put a lift in 

should you choose this option.  

The Grand Cathedral is (as can reasonably be 

expected) a building that emanates holiness. The 

inside is ornate and filled with vampire art and 

the upper level has been turned into a vast, 

breath-taking bedroom. The capital will become a 

great centre for religion and you (as the gods’ 

representative) can expect more loyal subjects. 

The Great Pyramid puts all other pyramids to 

shame. Like all lesser pyramids though it has 

historically always been full of vampires. As well 

as looking great on the skyline and full of vaguely 

Egyptian themed opulent rooms it will give you 

capital a certain desire for excellence. Your 

craftsmen and artists will be vastly more skilled. 

Well, my liege, the big day has finally arrived. Vampires from around the world have travelled to your estate to see the harkening of a new era. It is time to learn of your 

kingdom. Fundamentally the Vampire Country is an alternate dimension from which we originally came, there is no Sun to burn us and the blood that sustains us runs 

freely in the streams and plants as well as the animals. While a Vampire King lives, the Vampire Country expands and when there is none it contracts. As it expands so 

does the area on Earth from which our kind can slip from the mortal realm to our own. It is why vampires love their King so dearly. 

All the preparations have been made and the Vampire Country is to be reopened. Firstly however you will have to make some choices as to its nature.  I have taken the 

liberty of preparing a list of some of the beneficial characteristics you can impart into your Country. I would suggest choosing at least one that provides naturally 

recurring foodsource. Anything not chosen will likely remain lost for millennia. 

Unfortunately there is only so much we can do without accidentally cracking the boundaries between realms and destroying, ermmmm, everything.  

You may choose any four of the presented options. 

Rich - The Vampire Country becomes impossibly 

rich in minerals and resources. The vast majority 

of these are earthly in nature although in far 

greater quantities than even the largest nodes in 

the mortal world. We’ll be tripping over 

diamonds, gold veins and reservoirs of natural 

gas. There’s always these strange glowing rocks 

and prisms showing up as well although nobody’s 

ever really worked out what they do.                     

Pretty though. 

Bats - Your kingdom becomes filled with bats. 

While this doesn’t sound like much these bats are 

fierce in the protection of their home and will 

naturally do as our kind commands to the best of 

their ability. As well as every mundane species of 

bat there are also miniscule bats that fly in 

swarms and bats you can ride the size of horses. 

They also do a great job getting rid of imps, 

boggarts and the other pests of the Other Places. 

They are sweet little buggers really. 

Lost - This one rather plucks at my heartstrings. 

When a Vampire King dies the Country goes with 

it and whole sections are lost at a time. If these 

sections are populated some can become trapped 

before they know what’s going on. Life in a 

decaying kingdom running out of blood as the 

lucky majority evacuate to the mortal world is 

hard and this option will bring them all home and 

add to our numbers. I have no doubt our ragged 

hungry friends would love you well for this. 

Bloodsprings - Vast springs and rivers of watery 

blood appear in the Vampire Country giving us a 

self-sustaining food-source. What’s not to like? 

Well the taste for one. Blood from a spring tastes 

rather like water with a slightly metallic (and not 

altogether pleasant) aftertaste. On the plus side 

your people definitely won’t go hungry, on the 

negative they’ll definitely be looking elsewhere for 

something more interesting. 

Bloodfruit - From cherries to papaya these are 

strange reflections of mundane fruit with a red, 

sweet juice. The juice really doesn’t taste of blood 

at all and takes some getting used to but is rather 

pleasant and it sustains us as well. While I’m sure 

we’ll have vast orchards and plantations up in no 

time we will have little more than a handful of 

seeds to start with and the first planting tends to 

need a large amount of blood watering it to be 

successful. 

Bloodclouds - A beautiful sight and a terrific if 

rather inconsistent resource. The old saying is 

“bloodclouds come where they will” and it 

remains true to this day, they occur naturally and 

at random coating the world in blood one week 

and then leaving it dry the next. The blood is 

delicious and only subtly different from that 

‘donated’ by mortals. It’s a little messy but in a 

good way and the stuff keeps rather well. 

Droughts are a pain when clouds are relied upon. 

Bloodoil - Rather tricky to get to, much like 

regular oil, and the stuff is thick, viscous and so 

dark you can only see the red with a lightsource. 

We would need to create oil wells of course as it is 

generally deep underground but some of our kind 

are old oilmen. The taste is incredibly strong but 

truly exceptional once you develop a taste for it. 

It’s also a fuel source with some rather peculiar 

qualities so some of our scientists have been 

dying to get their hands on some. 

Bloodworms - The blood from these beings can 

be distilled into both a pleasant but earthy tasting 

liquid with the qualities of human blood and the 

strongest (and most fun) psychoactive drugs 

known to our kind. They are rather large but with 

certain experienced wranglers among our 

numbers I’m sure we’ll have ranches dotting the 

country quickly enough. Note: The werewolves 

will probably start making fun of us if they find 

out we’re all eating worms. 

Climate - Now ordinarily the Vampire Country 

resembles whichever mortal land it is linked to. 

We can however make it far less constrained in 

terms of climate. Not only can your capital be in a 

totally different clime to the corresponding 

position in the mortal world of your estate but 

you can cause  scorching deserts to roll seamlessly 

into icy tundra. This also allows you to decide 

upon the nature and the severity of the seasons. 

Skylines - Have you ever thought “what have blue 

skies ever done for me?” Well now you can 

choose whatever colours, patterns and wacky 

celestial bodies you like appear in the sky.  I’m 

sure it’ll make the world seem much more magical 

to have swirling lights and permanent clouds 

shaped like your favourite celebrities smiling 

down from the cosmos. Fortunately you retain the 

ability to change the appearance of the sky on a 

whim after taking this so no buyers remorse. 

Days - Normally (and much to our relief) the 

Vampire Country does not have a daytime and 

instead runs from evening to twilight on a 24 hour 

cycle. With this option you may instead choose to 

allow your people to once more see daylight 

without the associated pain and exploding body 

parts. While this may be alarming to some initially 

I’m sure we’d all enjoy the opportunity to burn 

insects with magnifying glasses and wear 

sunglasses without looking like a tit. 

Scenic- The Vampire Country becomes more 

fantastic and beautiful. Every bit of landscape 

becomes breathtakingly picturesque and the 

plants, sire, the plants! Great trees as tall as 

mountains, flowers that glow with a light of their 

own and lilypads that move of their own accord. 

I’m not sure whether I ever told you this sire but 

botany is rather a passion of mine and I can tell 

you the Guild of Undead Botanists would thank 

you for this one. 

By Sockminster 



Status - Hostile 

Notable Resources - Territory 

Like the Bible Belt this nameless land is a remnant of an old Vampire 

Country. Unlike the Bible Belt there has been nothing keeping this realm 

from decaying. It started with the death of a Vampire King some 4000 

years ago, the Grand Hierophant at the time went as mad as it is 

possible to go and started styling himself as a prophet and the new 

Vampire King. He led a small radical sect of the Blood Church who 

believed he would end the cycle of destruction and rebuilding and keep 

the Country alive. Obviously he didn’t. The bloodsprings went dry, his 

followers fed on the few mortals they’d taken with them until they had 

no food source and then they, reportedly, started devouring one 

another. It was thought to be little more than a scary story until very 

recently when one of ours got lost on their way to the Vampire Country 

during the Great Exodus. 

It is a cold and desolate place. A vast dry wasteland with the barest 

hints of the ruins of a long lost civilization. We don’t know exactly how 

many inhabitants it has. What we do know is that the inhabitants sleep 

most of the time, have neither blood nor colour left in their body, were 

powerful vampires before four millennia had elapsed and are now 

completely and utterly insane. So why would we go near the place with 

a ten foot pole? Well, it’s still the Vampire Country and when connected 

to your own lands it will quickly flourish once again. All that territory 

and good will at the cost of a little tomb raiding is not to be despised. 

Your ambassador was an agent of the King attempting to save those 

intending to stay behind immediately following his passing. Frankly the 

notion she went this long without blood without going totally insane is 

astounding and the fact she risked all for speaks to her sense of duty 

and strength of will. Picked up English very quickly as well. 

Slipper 

I was given this duck by the man who found 

the wastelands, he is the first yellow thing I 

have seen in the last few millennia and I 

have named him Albert after the man who 

found me. About me: My fangs fell out at 

around the five hundred year mark I think 

and my hair and eyes turned white a while 

after that. I forgot my name so made one up. 

We have to destroy the Prophet and the few 

followers that are left but I will continue to 

wait at the border until the realms are joined 

and I receive further instructions. I am very 

quick and they will not catch me by then. 

 

Good day Sire, 

If I may introduce myself, I have the pleasure of being one Caratacus Birch, gentleman adventurer and your 

ever loyal foreign minister. I believe we met at your Red Investiture although you did look rather out of it 

and I did get distracted by a certain look the Batfolk candidate for queen had been giving me. It was a great 

night sire, a great night… Anyway, I am here to discuss your foreign affairs. The Vampire Country has been 

created, the hordes of our kind around your estate have dwindled as the Great Exodus took place and our 

people finally have a real home again. It’s about time we meet the neighbours wouldn’t you say? 

Now, the nature of the Vampire Country is such that as it expands it comes into contact with some of the 

Other Places. Each of these realms is inhabited and has certain benefits as the realms at our borders. Some 

inhabitants are hostile, some friendly and some merely peculiar. Connecting to friendly realms is safer in the 

short term but allows the less friendly realms more time to prepare, they do not yet know we are back in 

force but they will soon enough. 

Currently there are ten Other Places within spitting distance of the Vampire Country, more realms may 

come into contact over time but at the moment we need only think of these, the others will be closed off to 

us for some centuries. Each of the neighbours we choose will provide an “ambassador” (for want of a better 

word) to join your court and through our diviners we have worked out who they will be. Portraits and notes 

from prospective ambassadors were collected by Wormwood. I believe he’s taken some holiday to lie down 

in a darkened room after his trip to Fairie. Wouldn’t be bad for cross-race relations for you to take the odd 

consort or two of the more useful races either. I mean I’d say you’re almost duty bound really. 

Status - Neutral, Erratic 

Notable Resources - Possibly Anything, Usually Danger 

The Land of Nod is rather similar to Hell in that nobody knows how big it 

is and the further you go in the less likely you are to get out. Those who 

have ventured furthest into it tend to babble nonsensically for a while 

on their return and quickly forget the finer details of what precisely 

happened to them. The outskirts are similar to the mortal world, albeit 

a version of Earth in which you have forgotten how to read and with a 

lot more familiar faces on the strangers around you. 

As you get in further the fun begins, the world becomes unnervingly 

fantastical, doorways lead to entirely different worlds, absurdities start 

cropping up at increasing intervals and the laws of physics start taking 

the day off. Further in still and walking nightmares become real, the 

place becomes dangerously erratic and erratically dangerous. It is often 

breathtakingly beautiful and terrifying at the same time. The real 

problem with the place is that you can go deeper than you intended to, 

the Land of Nod is not really measured in space and moving from one 

place to the next can happen accidentally if you’re not paying attention. 

As you can imagine the whole place rather depends on whose dream 

you’re in. Most objects and people cease to be when taken outside of 

the Land of Nod, some however seem to have sticking power and can 

leave or be removed. As dreams are effectively an unlimited commodity 

we could get practically anything we desire from these lands if we are 

lucky enough. It is unfortunate the gauntlet you often have to run to 

attain even the smallest thing of value. 

Your ambassador would be one such dream that sticks. I believe she’s 

the product of some sort of psychosexual nightmare and, jarringly, she 

seems to have a visible outline. She wrote her note with a crayon she 

seemed to will into existence and kept asking how laughter is spelled. 

Status - Friendly 

Notable Resources - Unnaturally Large Animals, Livestock, Lumber 

Contrary to popular teen fiction (with which I am of course entirely 

unfamiliar) we actually get along rather well with werewolves on the 

whole. We drink blood, they eat viscera and millennia of sharing the 

night has informed a policy of us largely just leaving one another alone, 

keeping noise levels at an acceptable level and lending one another 

cups of sugar when needed. 

What is a little worrying is that we vampires are not the only ones who 

have had a recent change of management, the recent Werewolf 

Chieftan is something of an unknown quantity but as long as he’s not a 

total lunatic I imagine his people will point him in the right direction. 

Outside the burgeoning capital, the recently returned Werewolf 

Country is predominantly made up of a vast wild forest although there 

are certain rural pockets where they make a game of running around 

and stealing one another’s livestock. A curious feature of the Werewolf 

Country is the sheer amount of game and how peculiarly large all the 

brutes seem to grow. Another is that the moon is always full. The 

werewolves as whole are loyal to the Chief but there are various 

factions, tribes and packs that enjoy roughhousing with one another.  

There is the odd Werebeast that doesn’t resemble a wolf of course but 

the vast numbers and pack mentality of the wolves tends to result in 

the odd (and I do mean odd) village of Werecrabs or whatever. 

Usually a very pleasant place for a visit anyway if you enjoy the great 

outdoors. 

Their ambassador is a sweet girl, seems to really like Vampires if you… 

catch my drift. (He winks again and slaps you on the back). Powerful 

supernatural senses and terrific instincts make her a valuable protector. 

 

Polly 

Hey, name’s Polly. I was the original Red 

Riding Hood and I impressed all the big bad 

wolves so much I was turned. I don’t really 

go in for the wolf look most of the time, tend 

to just bludgeon the things I don’t like with a 

bat, I’m pretty damn strong. Bit of a pig I 

guess, eat more than most werewolves and 

most werewolves eat a lot. I like to cook, I’ve 

heard you guys can eat for fun which is neat. 

I was also bodyguard for the last Werewolf 

Chieftan, could have kept him safe if he 

hadn’t been a total dingus as well. Can’t 

serve a second Chief but I can serve you. 

Status - Friendly 

Notable Resources - Magical Mushrooms 

The Goblin Confederacy is the newest of any of the Other Places and 

stands at a mere 942 years old. Initially a part of Faerie and made up of 

denizens once known as the Unseelie Court, the goblins felt 

marginalised by a particularly detestable Seelie Countess and 

successfully willed another dimension into existence. While initially the 

Goblins harboured much of the same disdain towards vampires as their 

bright kin some well-needed diplomacy (and the support of certain 

eccentric goblin enthusiasts within the vampire community) won the 

day and they are now perhaps our staunchest allies. 

They are, much like the fairies, incredibly varied and range from your 

classic short green fellows to the near human (if headless) dullahan. 

In general goblins do not play nice with anyone, they are not bound 

magically by contracts and they have devolved from a single 

organisation into innumerable kingdoms, companies, committees, 

subcommittees and ravening war-bands. Their relationship with humans 

is complicated and runs from a burning hatred to a more general mean-

spirited malice but this works to our advantage as they find the notion 

of beings subsisting on human blood to be extremely amusing. There is 

a new held belief by most goblins that helping a vampire is good luck.  

Their realm is a dark reflection of Faerie. Replace the flowers with 

mushrooms and put most of it underground. Thankfully a touch more 

sedate and well worth a visit. 

Their ambassador was less selected and more just the first of thousands 

of willing candidates to get in touch. She seems to be a… fan.  

Status - Hostile, Irritating 

Notable Resources - Fantastical plants and animals, slaves, cobblers 

The land of Faerie, ugh. Their realm is sickeningly bright, full of gaudy 

talking plant-life and idiotic bumpkins with butterfly wings. 

It’s the sort of place a particularly simple little girl would describe as the 

most beautiful place in creation before vomiting everywhere due to the 

senseless amount of colour. I’ve only been there once and I must 

confess I haven’t had the stomach to go back. 

As for the locals, to put it simply they don’t like us very much. I, for one, 

blame their cruel and capricious natures. They, however, tend to blame 

our history of…well… enslaving them. You see they like to make deals 

with people and then due to their nature must stick to the letter of the 

deal. They also have a tendency of simply getting bored, not reading the 

fine print and have a fondness for shiny things that goes beyond the 

sensible. 

They come in all shapes and sizes of course, they range from creatures 

that look sort of like dogs with antlers to pixies to your garden variety 

elves (who are more or less humans with silly hats and pointy ears).  

It is a large realm and very old, their queen Titania has had a rather long 

rule due more to circumstance than any real competence. She is by all 

accounts quite mad but then I suppose one would have to be. One word 

of caution is that the inhabitants are often stupid but magically 

powerful, disorganisation rules and while we do not believe they are 

capable of producing a force unified enough to invade we simply do not 

have the numbers for a long campaign in their territory. Fun for the odd 

smash and grab, mind you. 

Their ambassador is more a turncloak than anything but an undeniably 

useful one and really the only tolerable fairy I’ve met. She’s a crafty one. 

Status - Hostile 

Notable Resources - Religious Iconography, Nuns 

A land that was apparently initially part of a Vampire Country of old that 

was successfully invaded by a particularly militant group of mortals and 

kept open after the Vampire King’s death through sheer spite. It is 

referred to by most as the Bible Belt. The people are overwhelmingly 

religious and tend to live a rural and simple life reminiscent of the 

Amish and other such luddites.  

One area they don’t skimp on is weaponry. Flamethrowers, explosive 

rounds and other nasties are found in the possession of members of the 

church and other important figures. The majority of them, hilariously, 

make do with trying to hit us with swords and pointed sticks. I believe 

the church and nobility withhold weapons as a means to stop the 

peasants revolting. Their better agents track us in the mortal world. 

The territory is very large and mostly undefended, they have not had a 

Vampire Country to contend with for some time and they do not have 

anyone old enough to remember what having us as neighbours is like. 

They are far more numerous than us however so caution is sensible. A 

campaign that goes our way here would have our numbers soar. 

Your ambassador is a rather insane woman called Mary. She was done a 

good turn by a captured abbess of the Blood Church and while she has 

rather explosively left her old flock she appears to be a creature of 

habit, hah!, and her saviour’s excitement for the returned Vampire King 

seems to have filled the hole her God used to. She understands the 

strengths and weaknesses of her people and after helping the good 

abbess escape back to the mortal world she destroyed not just her own 

monastery but nine nearby villages alone. She’s one hell of a wild card 

to have in your hand. Rather sweet really, bless her cotton socks. 

Status - Corrosive 

Notable Resources - Minerals 

Not really a race exactly or at least not one we have any understanding 

of. The goo is an incredibly corrosive substance that seems to seek out 

any and all sentient life (and, unfortunately, unlife). Disturbingly, it then 

puppets the partly dissolved corpse of whatever being it killed. 

Inhabiting a body is the only way the goo can leave it’s native realm 

although even then it can only last as long as it can stay in a body that 

hasn’t degraded too much. Unfortunately while in a body they go on to 

produce more goo making it an incredibly destructive sort of parasite. 

Their spread can spell real disaster as it did with the Roanoke Colony 

and the dissolved city of Atlantis. 

The Strange Realm is best avoided. The whole place seems like a trap, it 

is an oppressively humid swamp but is ludicrously rich in terms of 

mineral wealth making even a rich Vampire Country look positively 

impoverished. The valuable gems and metals often as not just turn up 

on the floor. Unfortunately the goo will eventually find any long term 

attempts to extract it’s valuables. Admittedly it is something of a delight 

for daredevils and treasure hunters. 

We have, of course, been attempting to make the goo less dangerous. It 

has failed horribly every time but once. A group of vampire scientists, a 

couple of blood priests, a demon, a comatose mortal woman and 7 or 8 

goblins went into the Strange Realm and came out talking of goo they 

had placed in their human ‘patient’. Unfortunately she retains the 

limitations of her kind and cannot leave the realm for long. With the 

Vampire Country as a neighbour however she would be able to join us 

here. Thankfully, she can make her body non-corrosive at will and 

better still she can change the shape of her body as long as she keeps 

the same mass. She named herself after her first conversation. 

Goo 

We are Goo. We are told that as long as the 

Vampire Country neighbours the homeland 

we will be able to live there. We only want to 

see the other worlds. Attempts to create 

others of my kind, we with words and touch 

and shape, have all failed. The Vampire King 

is essential to our life outside the swamp and 

we will dissolve those that seek to damage 

him. We were also a woman once. A woman 

changed with spells and chemicals. The 

woman has some memories in us. We are 

curious, what is this thing the woman 

remembers called love? 

 

Status - Neutral Evil 

Notable Resources - Weaponry, Tortured Souls 

Well it’s Hell isn’t it? Fire, brimstone, so on and so forth. Where the 
sinful dead come to suffer and live in the souls of sinful houses. Here 
they turn into demons, create big mad weapons and plot the total 
destruction of Heaven (and you can thank your lucky stars that Heaven 
is nowhere near to your Country at the moment, they’re always a bit of 
a drag). Hell is divided up into rings and the outer-most rings are the 
only ones that really accept visitors. Those on the inside tend to house 
demons who are a little too extreme in one way or another to safely 
interact with but fortunately they have little reason to leave their little 
Shangri-Las and no cause to look in our direction. 

The demons tend towards one or several of the seven deadly sins and 
can have a broad range of animalistic characteristics, as such they are 
incredibly variable. The outer rings tend to house the mildest of their 
kind and while I would not go far enough to call it a civilization as such 
they are mostly rather friendly with vampires. The outer rings actually 
house some of the braver members of our kind who have taken a shine 
to the wide open spaces, magma and lack of natural sunlight. They also 
create truly excellent weapons. Arms manufacturers are in reasonably 
high supply and the constant arms-race between Hell and Heaven has 
lead to some remarkable devices that far exceed the destructive 
capabilities and elegance of those found on Earth.  

Their ambassador, Batty, is a gem really, sort of demon who only goes in 
for the fun variety of sin. Lotta lust and gluttony with minimal greed and 
envy and just a splash of pride. She tends to fluctuate wildly between a 
sort of joyous wrath and an incredibly dopey but personable sloth. 
Wormwood reports that he could only get her to write a note once she 
calmed down and spent a good three days in Hell as she ran around 
trying to set up an inter-ring fight club. She’s also a talented arms maker 
in her own right and has a writ of permission to make us weapons. 

Batty 

Short for Batibat (family name, don’t ask). 

I’ve made some stuff that I’m pretty proud 

of, when you see one of those self-righteous 

haloed cunts explode due to one of your own 

shooters you feel pretty warm inside. I’ve 

been told by the Further Downs that we can 

start making for you guys, guess you guys 

ain’t saints. My likes include sleeping in, fag 

breaks, eating really big sandwiches and 

cuddling up to a good warm gun. Or a cold 

one. I don’t know. Can’t be arsed to do that 

joke justice. It was about vampire dick. 

 

(He winks in an exaggerated fashion and nudges you playfully with his elbow) 

Hoho! ...As with most things the Vampire King gets a say in the nature of his country. 

 You may choose any three of the following realms to become our neighbours for the next few centuries. 

 

Afreda 

Good evening, Sire. Would you care to make 

a deal? The terms are nearly all set out. I am 

sworn to the service of the Vampire King. 

When there is no Vampire King there is no 

place for me. I can’t live in Faerie and the 

mortal realm gets more dangerous for my 

kind by the passing year so I have to find a 

cave somewhere and wait. If you make my 

life more pleasant than living in a cave alone 

with nothing to do I am all yours. I’m 

excellent at gathering intelligence, I know 

Fairy contracts well and would love to see 

my race taken down for shunning me. 

Gobriella 

Hiya, my name is Gobriella but everyone 

calls me Gobby, I want to be part of your 

court because you guys are so cool and I feel 

I’d be really good at it because I work really 

hard and I don’t take up much space and 

everyone always says ‘Gobby, stop making 

so much noise’ but I’m working on that and 

yesterday I didn’t make any noise at all 

except for that one cauldron I knocked over 

and I’m really good at making stuff out of 

mushrooms, I can make drinks and food and 

clothes and houses and potions and… -she 

goes on like this for several pages, sire.  

 

Sister Mary 

To think you’re going to hold this note in 

your hand fills me with dread and wonder. I 

served a false God for many years. I was 

raised by the church and forced to make 

vows of poverty, chastity and obedience. It 

was the second one I always had a problem 

with. Eventually I fell down a well and when 

the villagers started praying to get me out I 

had a moment of clarity. Eventually I was 

fished out by an escaped vampire. My old 

convent isn’t there anymore. I strongly feel 

that you need to punish me for my past sins 

and I will gladly die in your service. 

 

Titters 

I think I’d do greHAHAHAat in your court 

mister! I can do all sorts of stuff. I’m not 

really good at jokes, don’t have the patience 

and don’t understand the structure but I can 

jump on the spot and I’m pretty sure I can 

see people’s consciences. Plus if your court 

ends where am I gonna go? Clown shelter?  

I’m sure I can find some neat stuff back home 

to help you out. Like a bag of human teeth! 

Maybe that camel drinking milk out of a 

book I saw once can join your court too! Or 

Viola the sexy ostrich! Or some skeletons to 

chase us round the place! It’ll be great! 

Status - Neutral, Sneaky 

Notable Resources - Unearthly Poisons 

5-12 feet in height, blood drinking shapeshifters. They’re not really as 

versatile as us but they’re almost entirely unified behind a single 

ideology and plan. Their plan is to gain positions of political power and 

use that power to subjugate the human race incrementally. An alarming 

number of heads of state are confirmed or suspected of being a 

reptilian in disguise. They are consistently underhanded, scheming shits 

although they are relatively few in number and prefer politics to open 

battle so do not seem to pose a real threat to us any time soon.  

Nobody really knows where they’re from. What we do know is that they 

have their own realm, it is for the most part urban and it seems to be a 

bit of a slum. The most popular theory is that they’re from outer space 

as nobody had really heard of them until a couple of millennia back and 

the few visitors we’ve had to their realm indicate a certain lost 

grandeur and the vague sense of it being merely temporary lodgings. 

Shy is a rare horned reptilian. While I would normally suggest you keep 

these duplicitous poisoners as far away from your court as possible she 

is a rather special case. She’s been trying to conceal herself as a 

vampire for a couple of centuries now. She attempted to make herself 

an option for vampire queen which would have been dangerous if not 

for the fact that we’d only kept up a pretence of ignorance because it 

was really, really funny seeing what she’d do next. Of course then it 

became obvious it was an assassination attempt and the fun had to end 

and she came quietly. Through the strange reptilian codes of honour, 

because she was discovered in her deception, she must now faithfully 

serve the offended party. That’d be you, sire. She may have been a 

touch over-ambitious in an attempt to take your head but I have been 

reliably informed she is an excellent infiltrator and combatant. 

Shy 

Since my people learnt of the existence of 

Vampire Kings I have been trained to 

infiltrate your society and exhume you. It 

appears as though we had mistaken your 

kind for the easily manipulated mortal fools 

who look so similar. Now my life is forfeit, I 

have no home and my superiors have turned 

their backs on me as is their duty. I am 

honour bound to serve you in this life and the 

next. I can take any humanoid form, secrete 

lethal poison at will and have hundreds of 

years in training in espionage and 

assassination. What are your orders? 

 

Status - Neutral 

Notable Resources - Gigantic Workforce, Rocks 

Trollheim gives a distinct impression of bigness and nobody really 
knows quite how large it is. What we do know is that the mountains 
and trees are larger than those on Earth and the place is completely full 
of trolls. Other than that it largely resembles Scandinavia. Fun, right? 
Snow, mist, forests, mountains, the odd fjord, etc. The sun is always just 
behind a cloud or just beyond the horizon which is fortunate for the 
trolls as it prevents them from turning to stone. 

The trolls themselves are mostly large, lumbering idiots with grotesque 
faces who vary dramatically in stupidity, size and grotesqueness. They 
range from being almost entirely human-like to looking like great stones 
and boulders moving around of their own volition. The more reasonable 
ones are for the most part extremely amenable to any being smart 
enough to bring a sheep or two as a gift. The stupider among them are 
effectively wild animals, have no concept of gifts or ownership and 
respond to things moving around by crushing them into a paste. They 
are obscenely strong and I would advise that you do not visit without a 
guide.  The richer, more rational ones sometimes holiday in the 
Vampire Country due to our lack of sun and the novelty of our usually 
dissimilar climate. The migratory ones sometimes wander in by accident 
and it’s time to go on a good old fashioned trollhunt. Then there are the 
giants who are more or less the nobility of Trollheim. They’re pretty 
much just trolls but bigger and older. 

Your ambassador is a hulder so not really a troll per se but she is a 
native and frankly the smell and mess of a true troll would be unseemly. 
She’s tall, elegant has the tail of a cow and sometimes a large hole 
opens up in her back. A peerless architect with a large (in two senses) 
workforce. She seems rather keen as well, I suppose you would lose it a 
bit really being surrounded by trolls. She really is exceptional at getting 
complex notions across and delegating to her stupid, stupid workers. 

Anke 

Hello, I’m Anke and I’m an architect by trade. 

I design magnificent and giant structures and 

buildings and have some of my larger friends 

build them. Unfortunately the very vast 

majority of the residents of Trollheim choose 

to live in caves, holes in the ground and 

hollowed out logs. As you can imagine it’s 

pretty frustrating. I’m guessing it’s usually a 

gothic look with you guys but I’m good with 

whatever really, would just like to work for 

someone who actually wants buildings to be 

made and will tell me I did a good job. My 

gods that’s depressing really. 

 

 

By Sockminster 


